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a b s t r a c t
Based on a measuring campaign which was carried out at Mallorca (39.6°N, 2.7°E) as cooperation be-
tween Agència Estatal de Meteorologia (AEMET) and Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, engl.
'German Aerospace Center' (DLR) in 2011/2012 (September–January), 143 radiosondes (day and night)
providing vertical temperature and wind proﬁles were released. Additionally, nocturnal mesopause
temperature measurements with a temporal resolution of about 1 min were conducted by the infrared
(IR) — Ground-based Infrared P-branch Spectrometer (GRIPS) during the campaign period.
Strongly enhanced gravity wave activity in the lower stratosphere is observed which can be attrib-
uted to a hurricane-like storm (so-called Medicane) and to passing by cold fronts. Statistical features of
gravity wave parameters including energy densitiy and momentum ﬂuxes are calculated. Gravity wave
momentum ﬂuxes turned out being up to ﬁve times larger during severe weather. Moreover, gravity
wave horizontal propagation characteristics are derived applying hodograph and Stokes parameter
analysis. Preferred directions are of southeast and northwest due to prevailing wind directions at Mal-
lorca.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that gravity waves (GWs) play a signiﬁcant
role in the dynamics of the atmosphere. The vertical transport of
horizontal momentum and energy of GWs as well as wave/tur-
bulence interactions inﬂuence the mean winds (Hines, 1960; Fritts
and Alexander 2003) and especially the quasibiennal oscillation
(QBO) (Lindzen and Holton, 1968). As subgrid-scale processes GWs
are usually treated via parameterizations in both, numerical cli-
mate and weather-forecasting models (e.g. Stevens et al., 2013). As
such models turned out to be considerably sensitive to such a
parameterization, there is an ongoing need to improve them.
Among others McFarlane (1987) as well as Kim and Arakawa
(1995) included orographically excited GWs into this type of
model. Whereas McFarlane (1987) presented the results of in-
troducing a simple wave drag parameterization into the Canadian
Climate Center general circulation model, Kim and Arakawa (1995)
showed the improvements of orographic gravity wave
parameterization by using a mesoscale gravity wave model. In
2012 Pulido et al. (2012) published a technique to estimate gravity
wave drag for subgrid-scale GWs from numerous sources. A re-
view of recent studies on GW effects in stratosphere-resolving
climate models was given by Alexander et al. (2010). Moreover,
they published a summary of recent GW observations and analysis
methods that reveal global patterns in gravity wave momentum.
Several measurement techniques are usually used to observe
the spatio-temporal gravity wave characteristics to derive wave
parameters for model input. These include rocketsondes (e.g.
Hirota and Niki, 1985; Hamilton, 1991; Eckermann et al. 1994), li-
dar and radar observations (e.g. Sato, 1994; Mitchell et al., 1994;
Sato et al., 1997; Li et al. 2010), aircraft (e.g. Nastrom et al., 1987;
Dörnbrack et al., 2002; Doyle et al., 2002), satellites (e.g. Preusse
et al., 2002; Ern et al., 2004) and radiosondes (e.g. Allen and
Vincent, 1995; Vincent et al., 1997; Vincent and Alexander, 2000;
Yoshiki and Sato, 2000; Wang and Geller, 2003; Gong et al., 2008).
Moreover, it is possible to derive gravity wave characteristics in
the upper mesosphere from airglow observations (e.g. Hines and
Tarasick, 1987; Swenson et al., 2000; Bittner et al., 2002; Schmidt
et al., 2013). Because of their global coverage, climatologies of
gravity waves are - in principle - favored based on satellite
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measurements (e.g. Ern et al., 2004). Besides spaceborne mea-
surements, radiosonde soundings are also appropriate for global
analyses because of their wide-spread operational network.
Convective processes are known to be very effective sources for
GW generation (e.g. Holton, 1983; Fritts and Alexander, 2003).
Especially, cyclones contain zones with intense convection activity
such as the center of the cyclone and also at the frontal regions
(regions of high temperature gradients on a comparatively small
horizontal range). Several studies indicate a systematic change in
cyclone activity due to global change (Graham and Diaz, 2001;
Ulbrich et al., 2007). This implies that also cyclone induced GW
activity may be expected to change accordingly.
The focus of our work is on characterizing GW activity induced
by strong cyclones and cold fronts over the Mediterranean (Mal-
lorca-area) during autumn 2011 and winter 2011/2012 using
measurements from radiosondes and airglow spectroscopy. This
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data of our
measuring campaign at Palma de Mallorca with Section 2.1
focussing on radiosonde data and Section 2.2 concentrating on
airglow measurements. The meteorological background during the
observational campaign is discussed in Section 3. Then, in Section
4 all techniques used for data processing and the methods to es-
timate gravity wave parameters are summarized. Section 5 pre-
sents the derived inertia-gravity wave characteristics including a
discussion. In Section 6 main results are summarized and con-
cluding remarks are given.
2. Data
All data were collected during the measurement campaign
CESAR (“Charakterisierung des differentiellen Energiegehaltes von
Vb-Zyklonen über die Quantiﬁzierung abgestrahlter Schwere- und
Infraschallwellen in der Atmosphäre”, engl. “Characterisation of
the differential energy content of Vb-cyclones by quantifying the
radiated atmospheric gravity waves and infrasound”) at Palma de
Mallorca (39.6°N, 2.7°E; Spain), which took place from 14th Sep-
tember 2011 to 10th January 2012. Details about the campaign are
given in Wüst et al. (2013).
2.1. Radiosondes
Radiosonde ascents were performed with high temporal re-
solution during seven time periods (from now on abbreviated as
P1-P7) of different duration (see Table 1). During the longest
period (P7) 34 radiosondes were released, whereas the shortest
one (P5) contains 11 ascents. In maximum eight balloons were
released each day at 02, 05, 08, 11, 14, 17, 20 and 23 UTC. Routine
radio soundings were conducted at 11 and 23 UTC. During P4 one
sounding did not work properly (November 9 at 05 UTC, RS-P4-7).
As an impression, Fig. 1 shows the time series of the temperature
proﬁles from December 14, 2011 to December 18, 2011 (P7) at
Palma de Mallorca. Each subsequent proﬁle is shifted by an in-
terval of þ10 K. Proﬁles with well-developed GW activity can be
clearly seen in the lower stratosphere. The radiosonde soundings
were performed with Vaisala RS92-SGP radiosondes and TOTEX
TA500 balloons. The vertical velocity of the balloons was about
5 m/s. They typically reached altitudes of 25–30 km (see Table 1)
and data were sampled every 2 s during a balloon ascent, corre-
sponding to a vertical resolution of about 10 m. In general, tem-
perature, pressure and humidity are available with an accuracy of
0.5 K, 0.6–1 hPa and 5% relative humidity, respectively. The
horizontal winds are estimated from the elevations and azimuthal
angles of the radiosondes, which are measured by tracking the
position of the balloons using GPS with 0.15 m/s and 2° un-
certainty for velocity and directional measurement, respectively.
Investigating the ﬁnal positions of all balloons showed that all
radiosondes drifted eastwards either to the north or to the south.
During the last period (P7) some of the balloons traveled long
distances of more than 150 km. The shortest distances were
measured during the second period with at least 3 km at 29th
October 2011, 02 UTC (RS-P2-20). Data are archived at the World
Data Center for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT,
http://wdc.dlr.de/ndmc).
2.2. Airglow measurements
The Ground-based Infrared P-branch Spectrometer 12 (GRIPS)
was installed at the facilities of the Spanish weather institu-
tion Agència Estatal de Meteorologia (AEMET) pointing upward in
the zenith direction in order to obtain nocturnal temperatures at
about 87 km height from hydroxyl airglow. It is a medium resolu-
tion grating spectrometer with an InGaAs-photodiode array (PDA)
used for the observation of the bright OH-airglow emissions be-
tween 1.5 mm and 1.6 mm. Thereby, a high temporal resolution of
15 s per spectrum is achieved. However, only one minute mean
values of higher precision are used for this study (typically 2.5–8 K
depending on recorded emission intensity). The GRIPS 12 yields the
mesopause temperature based on three different vibrational-rota-
tional intensities (OH3-1). Besides the fact that the instrument can
only measure during darkness, clouds can inﬂuence the measure-
ments. For a detailed description of the instrument and its char-
acteristics see Schmidt et al. (2013). The GRIPS 12 is integrated into
the international Network for the Detection of Mesospheric Change
(NDMC), a global program with the mission to promote interna-
tional cooperation among research groups investigating the meso-
pause region (80–100 km). Data are also archived at the World Data
Center for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT, http://
wdc.dlr.de/ndmc) with DOI doi:10.1594/WDCRSAT.79FLF9IV.
In total 119 nights with mesopause temperature measurements
are available from this campaign. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the
nocturnal time series of GRIPS 12 from 16th to 17th December
2011. The upper panel denotes the evolution of OH(3-1) rotational
temperatures throughout the night (one minute mean values). The
second panel marks the course of the respective emission intensity
relative to its nightly mean. The lowest panel shows the un-
certainties of the rotational temperatures.
3. General meteorological conditions
The CESAR-campaign at Palma de Mallorca was focused on
periods of enhanced cyclone activity. Two time intervals were
mainly used for our analysis and are therefore described in more
detail below.
a. Campaign phases P3-P4
During 2nd and 4th November 2011 a pronounced cold front
passed Mallorca from northwest, going along with the devel-
opment of a weak cyclone core over the Spanish mainland. As
the cyclone intensiﬁed, it moved towards Mallorca with its
center staying more or less stationary over Mallorca for several
days (4th–6th November). On the 5th November 2011 the
corresponding cold front passed Mallorca. Afterwards, the cy-
clone moved east- and northwards and from the 7th–9th No-
vember 2011 it was classiﬁed as a so-called Medicane, a Med-
iterranean Hurricane-like storm. Peak gusts up to 46 m/s were
measured (see e.g. Miglietta et al., 2013). However, during that
time the cyclone was already far away from Mallorca. Fig. 3a
shows the weather situation for November 8th 2011 at 0 UTC.
The white solid lines represent the isobars of the mean sea
level pressure whereas the colored contours are the
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Table 1
The CESAR measurement campaign took place at Palma de Mallorca between 19th October 2011 and 18th December 2011 and it included seven periods of frequent
radiosonde launches. Listed are the starting/ending dates of the periods; the release time of each radiosonde as well as the number of total and of discarded soundings per
period. The different periods are denoted by x in the notation in the left column of the table.
Period P P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
RS-Px-1 Date 19.10.2011 26.10.2011 02.11.2011 08.11.2011 02.12.2011 10.12.2011 14.12.2011
Time 17 UTC 17 UTC 17 UTC 11 UTC 17 UTC 23 UTC 14 UTC
Height 27.6360 28.7130 28.4360 29.2480 28.2270 28.7900 26.5530
RS-Px-2 Date 19.10.2011 26.10.2011 02.11.2011 08.11.2011 02.12.2011 11.12.2011 14.12.2011
Time 20 UTC 20 UTC 20 UTC 14 UTC 20 UTC 02 UTC 17 UTC
Height 24.2700 28.4960 27.6140 28.0050 28.6380 27.8770 29.2720
RS-Px-3 Date 19.10.2011 26.10.2011 02.11.2011 08.11.2011 02.12.2011 11.12.2011 14.12.2011
Time 23 UTC 23 UTC 23 UTC 17 UTC 23 UTC 05 UTC 20 UTC
Height 28.6310 28.0090 18.8080 29.7340 28.3110 28.2430 28.3940
RS-Px-4 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 08.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 14.12.2011
Time 02 UTC 02 UTC 02 UTC 20 UTC 02 UTC 08 UTC 23 UTC
Height 27.5860 28.4680 18.5920 23.8070 29.1550 26.7640 29.4320
RS-Px-5 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 08.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 05 UTC 05 UTC 05 UTC 23 UTC 05 UTC 11 UTC 02 UTC
Height 29.1950 28.9560 28.7700 26.6730 28.0320 28.4080 29.4000
RS-Px-6 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 08 UTC 08 UTC 08 UTC 02 UTC 08 UTC 14 UTC 05 UTC
Height 29.2360 30.0610 29.9580 29.6120 28.7790 26.0810 27.9000
RS-Px-7 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 11 UTC 11 UTC 11 UTC 05 UTC 11 UTC 17 UTC 08 UTC
Height 28.6460 28.5680 28.3010 28.1580 29.0080 29.2940
RS-Px-8 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 14 UTC 14 UTC 14 UTC 08 UTC 14 UTC 20 UTC 11 UTC
Height 28.8520 24.6970 29.3930 29.1600 28.6170 28.4740 28.6600
RS-Px-9 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 11.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 17 UTC 17 UTC 17 UTC 11 UTC 17 UTC 23 UTC 14 UTC
Height 29.3970 28.6660 29.0810 29.8610 28.4430 29.0840 28.5340
RS-Px-10 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 12.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 20 UTC 20 UTC 20 UTC 14 UTC 20 UTC 02 UTC 17 UTC
Height 28.6960 28.2630 28.6230 29.0200 25.8490 27.6310 27.3000
RS-Px-11 Date 20.10.2011 27.10.2011 03.11.2011 09.11.2011 03.12.2011 12.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 23 UTC 23 UTC 23 UTC 17 UTC 23 UTC 05 UTC 20 UTC
Height 21.8500 23.6790 28.1140 29.2500 27.0500 28.7550 29.1660
RS-Px-12 Date 21.10.2011 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 09.11.2011 12.12.2011 15.12.2011
Time 02 UTC 02 UTC 02 UTC 20 UTC 08 UTC 23 UTC
Height 29.5740 29.1210 24.8460 28.0350 28.4490 26.1290
RS-Px-13 Date 21.10.2011 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 09.11.2011 12.12.2011 16.12.2011
Time 05 UTC 05 UTC 05 UTC 23 UTC 11 UTC 02 UTC
Height 29.3950 29.9980 28.1530 28.6630 28.6450 29.5890
RS-Px-14 Date 21.10.2011 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 12.12.2011 16.12.2011
Time 08 UTC 08 UTC 08 UTC 14 UTC 05 UTC
Height 28.3130 30.2940 30.3270 29.1650 17.9860
RS-Px-15 Date 21.10.2011 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 11 UTC 11 UTC 11 UTC 08 UTC
Height 24.7330 28.6280 29.6610 28.3930
RS-Px-16 Date 21.10.2011 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 14 UTC 14 UTC 14 UTC 11 UTC
Height 26.2700 19.4030 28.9280 29.6660
RS-Px-17 Date 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 17 UTC 17 UTC 14 UTC
Height 28.8640 27.9070 28.6060
RS-Px-18 Date 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 20 UTC 20 UTC 17 UTC
Height 29.5830 25.9070 17.5440
RS-Px-19 Date 28.10.2011 04.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 23 UTC 23 UTC 20 UTC
Height 30.1440 27.1020 27.7460
RS-Px-20 Date 29.10.2011 05.11.2011 16.12.2011
Time 02 UTC 02 UTC 23 UTC
Height 28.1030 27.5710 25.3750
RS-Px-21 Date 29.10.2011 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 05 UTC 05 UTC 02 UTC
Height 28.8160 28.9680 29.2280
RS-Px-22 Date 29.10.2011 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 08 UTC 08 UTC 05 UTC
Height 29.7080 29.0590 27.3170
RS-Px-23 Date 29.10.2011 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 11 UTC 11 UTC 08 UTC
Height 29.4560 27.7360 27.6520
RS-Px-24 Date 29.10.2011 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 14 UTC 14 UTC 11 UTC
Height 29.1230 29.7430 27.3560
RS-Px-25 Date 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
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equipotential temperature values at 850 hPa. The isobars on
this ﬁgure show that the center of the Medicane was located in
the Mediterranean Sea, east of Mallorca. The color-coded
equipotential temperatures hint on the strong cyclone’s rota-
tional structure.
b. Campaign phase P7
P7 is characterized by the passage of two cold fronts. In the
evening of 15th December 2011 a weak cold front reached the
Balearic Island. The second one, passing Mallorca in the night from
16th to 17th December 2011, was part of the European winter
storm “Joachim”, which caused a lot of damage on its way through
Europe (see Axer et al., 2012). This second cold front was quite
strong and had two convection lines, one almost corresponding to
the surface front and one several hours after it. In Fig. 3b, which
Table 1 (continued )
Period P P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Time 17 UTC 14 UTC
Height 28.3150 29.8690
RS-Px-26 Date 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 20 UTC 17 UTC
Height 28.3800 28.4780
RS-Px-27 Date 05.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 23 UTC 20 UTC
Height 27.8690 28.9550
RS-Px-28 Date 06.11.2011 17.12.2011
Time 02 UTC 23 UTC
Height 28.5130 28.2210
RS-Px-29 Date 06.11.2011 18.12.2011
Time 05 UTC 02 UTC
Height 28.7350 27.0680
RS-Px-30 Date 06.11.2011 18.12.2011
Time 08 UTC 05 UTC
Height 24.1890 28.9820
RS-Px-31 Date 06.11.2011 18.12.2011
Time 11 UTC 08 UTC
Height 29.9470 28.2020
RS-Px-32 Date 06.11.2011 18.12.2011
Time 14 UTC 11 UTC
Height 30.4430 29.5620
RS-Px-33 Date 18.12.2011
Time 14 UTC
Height 28.9070
RS-Px-34 Date 18.12.2011
Time 17 UTC
Height 28.6430
Total 16 24 32 12 11 14 34
Discarded 3 3 4 1 0 0 2
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Fig. 1. Vertical temperature proﬁles measured by radiosondes during the observing
period (P7: 14.-18.12.2011). Each subsequent proﬁle is offset by 10 K from the
previous proﬁle. 0
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Fig. 2. Nocturnal airglow measurements of GRIPS-12 for 16.-17. December 2011.
The upper panel shows the evolution of OH(3-1) rotational temperatures
throughout the night (one minute mean values). The second panel shows the
course of the respective emission intensities relative to its nightly mean. The lowest
panel gives the uncertainties of the rotational temperatures. If the uncertainty
increases beyond 7.5%, data have been omitted (gaps). The average uncertainty
amounts to 3.8 K (o2%) during this night.
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presents the conditions of 16th December 18 UTC, the cold front is
located northwest of Mallorca.
4. Analysis procedure
Vertical temperature and wind proﬁles derived by radiosonde
measurements contain beside gravity waves, also non-gravity
wave induced ﬂuctuations which need to be properly separated
before deriving GW parameters. A simple linear superposition of
GW perturbations in temperature, zonal and meridional winds
(T u,′ ′ and v′) on a background structure (T u,¯ ¯ and v¯) is assumed:
T T T= ¯ + ′ (e.g. Pfenninger et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2012). The
separation of these parts is achieved by the adaptation and sub-
traction of a cubic spline (see Bittner et al., 1994) with vertical data
spacing of 100 m; the cut-off wavelength of the low-pass ﬁlter is
chosen to be 7 km (see Fig. 4a). The corresponding power spec-
trum of vertical wavelengths is shown in Fig. 4b. The upper limit is
used in order to focus only on mesoscale perturbations and
therefore excludes the inﬂuence of, for example, planetary waves.
For comparison, Vincent et al. (1997) also used a third-order
polynomial ﬁt, whereas Wang and Geller (2003) applied only a
second-order polynomial for the estimation of the mean proﬁle.
The cubic spline method used here was tested regarding its cap-
ability as a ﬁlter, but the test results are not presented here in
detail. Referring to these results, temperature residuals have
an error bar of þ/ 0.5 K, which is of the same magnitude
as the accuracy of the radiosonde itself. Wind uncertainty is
þ/ 0.5 m/s.
In order to derive a measure for GW activity in the stratosphere,
the temperature residuals are squared and subsequently summed
up for the height range 17–25 km. This atmospheric segment is
Fig. 3. Colored contour plots of equipotential temperature at 850 hPa overlaid with isobars of mean sea level pressure (white solid lines) for 8th November 2011 00 UTC
(a) and 16th December 2011 18 UTC (b) based on ECMWF data. Details see text.
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chosen to maximize the amount of available radiosonde soundings
and to minimize the effect of the tropopause on the detrending
procedure described above. Owing to strong temperature gra-
dients at tropopause height artiﬁcial signatures in the temperature
ﬂuctuations could otherwise occur. The chosen altitude range is in
line with other work such as Allen and Vincent (1995), who used
the height range of 17–24 km or Vincent and Alexander (2000)
(18–25 km). Wang and Geller (2003) used 18–24.9 km.
Prior to our analysis, each radiosonde proﬁle was checked for
the maximum altitude reached. Those proﬁles which did not cover
the whole above mentioned altitude range of interest were dis-
carded (see also Table 1). Thus, 13 radiosondes were not used for
further analysis.
The gravity-wave kinetic energy per unit mass (energy density)
Ek is deﬁned by
( )E u v w12 , (1)k 2 2 2= ′
¯ + ′¯ + ′¯
with zonal (u′), meridional (v′) and vertical (w′) wind perturba-
tions. Overbars denote height averages. The potential energy
density Ep is given by
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟E
T
T
g
N
1
2
,
(2)p
2
= ′¯
where N is the Brunt-Väisalä frequency, g is the gravitational
constant and T T/′ ¯ is the temperature ﬂuctuation T′ normalized on
background temperature T¯ . The vertical velocity contribution Ek w,
can be neglected because it is much smaller than the horizontal
components (E E E E100k u k v k h k w, , , ,+ = ~ ; e. g. Zhang et al., 2012).
The Brunt-Väisalä frequency N was derived from
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟N gT
T g
cz
.
(3)p
2
0
= ¯
∂ ¯
∂
+
Parameter z is the vertical coordinate, T¯ is the background
temperature with initial temperature value T0¯, cp is the speciﬁc
heat capacity of air at a constant pressure and
g c K m/ 9.8 10 /p 3= × − is the adiabatic temperature gradient.
In order to approximate a time series or vertical proﬁle or to
ﬁnd periods and wavelengths present in the data, harmonic ana-
lysis is applied. A linear combination of sinusoidals is adapted to
the time series or vertical proﬁle following a least squares ap-
proach. For details see Bittner et al. (1994) and Wüst and Bittner
(2008).
4.1. Gravity wave propagation direction analysis
Wave propagation directions are investigated with two differ-
ent approaches. First, a hodograph analysis is applied (e.g. Hirota
and Niki, 1985; Wang et al., 2006; Wüst and Bittner, 2006). The tip
of the meridional (v’) and zonal (u’) components of the wind
vector for each wave describes an ellipse, where the orientation
angle of its major axis indicates the horizontal propagation di-
rection, with respect to the positive x-axis. Moreover, the relation
of the amplitudes is equal to the intrinsic frequency ω of the wave
divided by the Coriolis parameter f (e.g. Fritts and Alexander
2003). As the orientation of the major axis of the ellipses is be-
tween 0 and π , the horizontal propagation direction Θ has a 180°
ambiguity. Linear GW theory predicts that the temperature and
wind perturbations U∥ are 90° out of phase along the propagation
direction (e.g. Vincent et al., 1997; Andrews 2010). The corre-
sponding polarization equation is
U
g
N
T
T
. (4)
90= − ¯∥
+′
Therefore, shifting all spectral components of the temperature
ﬂuctuation T by 90° without their amplitude being changed, the
sign of UT 90∥ +′ gives the direction of propagation. This means, a
positive (negative) correlation value indicates that the direction of
propagation is ( 180 )Θ Θ ± ° . Fig. 5 shows the normalized tem-
perature ﬂuctuations T T/′ ¯ (panel a), the horizontal wind ﬂuctua-
tions u′ (panel b) and v′ (panel c) as well as the corresponding
hodograph (panel d) between 17 and 25 km altitude. The example
shown in Fig. 5 is taken from the seventh period of the CESAR-
campaign (RS-P7-21). In Fig. 5(d) the abscissa denotes the zonal
component u′ and the ordinate is the meridional component v′.
The lower and upper height limits are denoted by a star and a
triangle symbol, respectively. The resulting hodograph reveals
Fig. 4. (a) Vertical temperature proﬁle (solid line) and background temperature
(dashed line) as well as resulting temperature perturbations (dash-dot line) for the
radiosonde released on 18th December 2011 14 UTC (RS-P7-33). (b) Corresponding
power spectrum (FFT) of vertical wavelengths calculated from temperature per-
turbations. The dashed line denotes the 95% signiﬁcance level of the power spectral
densities.
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elliptical wave-induced velocity ‘spirals’ as a function of height
(e.g. Eckermann, 1996). The dashed line in Fig. 5d denotes the
ﬁtted ellipse to this hodograph. Fig. 4b obviously reveals the ex-
istence of more than one monochromatic gravity wave (compare
also e.g. Tsuda et al., 1991; Hines, 1991). It seems that the ﬂuc-
tuations contain a superposition of at least 2–4 GWs, which is
conﬁrmed by applying a Fast Fourier Transformation to the tem-
perature ﬂuctuations. As written above, Fig. 4b shows that not only
one monochromatic wave is included in this signal. At least two
different ellipses can be formed in Fig. 5d, one in the upper part
(22–25 km) and one in the lower part (19–21 km) of the at-
mosphere, each one with different orientations (Fig. 5e). Such kind
of analysis has been performed successfully, for example, by Wüst
and Bittner (2006) to study non-linear wave–wave interactions
(triads). Therefore, in the presence of more than one wave, ho-
dograph analysis can give only some statistical estimate of the
dominant direction of horizontal propagation of the wave ﬁeld, if
one ﬁts only one ellipse to the data of the entire vertical proﬁle.
Deriving horizontal propagation directions for single monochro-
matic waves, as it was performed by Wüst and Bittner (2006), is a
time consuming and delicate method which can be applied only
on small data sets and this is not feasible here. We performed
some case studies to compare the dominant direction of horizontal
propagation and the individual directions of single monochro-
matic waves. For the example given in Fig. 5d a dominant propa-
gation direction of 143° (directions measured counterclockwise
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Fig. 5. Normalized temperature (a), zonal (b) and meridional (c) wind perturbations as well as hodograph of the horizontal wind perturbations (d, e) in the range of 17 to
25 km for 17.12.2011 02 UTC (RS-P7-21); stars and triangles denote lower and upper limit, respectively; in panel d) dashed line marks a ﬁtted ellipse derived with least-
square method. The hodograph obviously reveals the existence of more than one monochromatic gravity wave. It can be seen that at least two ellipses can be formed, one in
the lower part (22-25 km, dotted ellipse panel e) and one in the upper part (19-21 km, dashed ellipse panel e) of the atmosphere, each one with different orientation.
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from east) was derived, whereas the mean of the directions from
the individual monochromatic waves (Fig. 5e) is 155°. It turns out
that applying the hodograph analysis on the whole proﬁle can be
used to statistically estimate a mean gravity wave propagation
direction.
Moreover, the hodograph exhibits the energy transport of a
wave with altitude. In the Northern Hemisphere clockwise rota-
tion is consistent with a monochromatic gravity wave with up-
ward energy propagation, whereas anticlockwise rotation is
identiﬁed with downward energy propagation (e.g. Hirota and
Niki, 1985; Tsuda et al., 1990).
Another approach to derive predominant horizontal propaga-
tion directions in gravity wave ﬁelds is based on Stokes analysis.
This technique is commonly used to determine the state of po-
larization of electromagnetic waves from observations. In 1852 G.
Stokes introduced a set of parameters to describe the polarization
of electromagnetic waves (for detailed aspects see for example
Kyle, 1993). In analogy to this set of parameters describing elec-
tromagnetic waves, the so-called Stokes parameters were adapted
to gravity waves by Vincent and Fritts (1987). The method, which
has been applied to studies of wave motions in the mesosphere
(e.g. Vincent and Fritts, 1987) and stratosphere (e.g. Eckermann
and Vincent, 1989), deﬁnes the four Stokes parameters
I u v , (5)2 2= ′ + ′
D u v , (6)2 2= ′ − ′
P u v2 , (7)= ′ ′
Q u v2 . (8)90= ′+′
Overbars denote height averages and u′ and v′ are the ampli-
tudes of the zonal and meridional wind ﬂuctuations, respectively.
The variable u 90+′ is the 90° phase shift of u′. In optical terms, I is
the throughout parameter, D is the throughout anisotropic para-
meter, P is the linear polarization parameter and Q is the circular
polarization parameter. The polarization ellipse of the wave mo-
tion is composed by mapping the motion of the vector of devia-
tion. The resulting orientation of the major axis of the ellipse
P D
1
2
arctan ( / ), (9)Θ =
can be calculated with the Stokes parameter and has a 180° am-
biguity as well, which can be solved as described above. Analysis of
proﬁles which contain more than one wave is clearly more suited
to the Fourier domain. As Vincent and Fritts (1987) pointed out
that the Stokes parameters might be calculable in the Fourier
domain, Eckermann and Vincent (1989) investigated this possibi-
lity and developed the technique. This technique is used to derive
horizontal propagation directions as well.
4.2. Gravity wave momentum ﬂux analysis
Momentum ﬂux is a prominent quantity for studying middle
atmosphere dynamics. Radiosonde sounding allows estimating the
horizontal momentum ﬂux of the measured waves by retrieving
temperature amplitude and vertical wavelengths of individual
monochromatic gravity waves. The x- and y-components of the
vertical ﬂux of horizontal momentum are (see e.g. Fritts and
Alexander, 2003)
( )F F u w v w, ( , ). (10)px py ρδ= ¯ ′ ′ ′ ′−
The weighting function 1 (10a)f
2
2
δ = −
ω−
accounts for the fact
that high frequency waves are more effective in transporting
momentum (Fritts and Vincent, 1987), where f 2 sin ( )Ω ϕ= is the
Coriolis parameter and ω the intrinsic frequency. u v w( , , )′ ′ ′ is the
vector of wind perturbations and ρ¯ is the background density.
Overbars denote an average over a chosen height range (here: 17–
25 km). It must be noted that this equation is valid if gravity waves
conserve wave momentum ﬂux, which is the case when they
propagate without dissipation through a background atmosphere
that varies only in the vertical. As the vertical velocity perturbation
w′ is not available from radiosonde measurements, estimates of
the momentum ﬂuxes can be made, if gravity wave polarization
relations between u′, w′ and T′ are used (compare e.g. Andrews,
2010). Then the vertical ﬂuxes can be rewritten as follows (com-
pare e.g. Vincent and Alexander, 2000; Gong et al., 2008):
⎛
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¯
+′ +′
assuming that wave-energy ﬂux is upward. The variable T 90+′ is the
90° phase shift of T′. Overbars again denote an average over a
chosen height range. Then the total vertical ﬂux of horizontal
momentum due to GWs is
F F F . (12)ph px py
2 2= +
As mentioned above, most observations include not only one
monochromatic wave; they include several superposed quasi-
monochromatic waves with different wave parameters. Conse-
quently, the whole spectrum of GWs needs to be distilled from
each measured temperature and wind proﬁle. One possibility to do
this would be to apply spectral and hodograph analysis to each
proﬁle individually (see e.g. Wüst and Bittner, 2006). However,
this procedure is rather time consuming and delicate and not
feasible if one has to handle many measurements as is the case in
this study (143 radiosondes). Therefore, another approach sug-
gested by Vincent et al. (1997) is tried here. So, the product of
intrinsic frequency and weighting function (10a) ωδ− may be re-
placed by the spectral average value ω¯, where
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Parameter p is the exponent from the intrinsic frequency
spectrum of horizontal motions that has the form S ( ) pω ω~ −
(compare Fritts and Lu, 1993). We calculated the mean vertical-
wavenumber power spectra of the temperature perturbations for
all 143 soundings during the measurement campaign at Mallorca
using a Fast Fourier Transformation. In Fig. 6 the black solid curve
represents the power spectrum for the stratospheric altitude
range. The spectral parameter of 5/3 one would expect for the
inertial subrange (e.g. Fritts and vanZandt, 1993; Vincent et al.,
1997; Wang et al., 2005), which is chosen for this study, is plotted
as a black straight line in Fig. 6. The spectrum shown clearly re-
veals that the deﬁnition of the parameter p is rather delicate as at
least three different slopes are obvious. These slopes resemble the
sub-ranges of the turbulence theory (compare e.g. Thrane, 1992)
and thereby indicate a detailed analysis of the spectrum and the
slopes. Splitting the stratospheric power spectrum in three parts
and applying a regression to them, three slopes are found. Dif-
ferent ranges of the three parts are checked as exemplarily shown
in Fig. 6. The slopes are 0.7 (dotted), 1.5 (dashed) and 3.1 (dash-
dotted) for S ( ) pω ω~ − with an average of 1.76. Beside the fact that
the average of the three different slopes lies between 1 and 2, each
parameter p has an uncertainty (p ε± ), which is on average 0.07
and important for the calculation of momentum ﬂuxes. Moreover
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we estimated the signiﬁcance of the power spectral densities,
which is marked by the dashed line in Fig. 6. Regarding to this
limit, only vertical wavelengths greater than 1 km are signiﬁcant.
5. Results and discussion
5.1. Temperature ﬂuctuations
Fig. 7a shows the height dependent temperature ﬂuctuations in
Kelvin as function of time, which were extracted from the de-
trended radiosondes proﬁles. It is remarkable that the tropopause
region is characterized by varying negative values (10 to 2 K)
ranging between 9 and 14 km height during the campaign time
period. This effect can be explained by the fact that the curvature
of the vertical temperature proﬁle at the tropopause is strongly
variable in time and height as mentioned above. The stronger the
curvature is, the less a spline with a given number of sampling
points used for detrending in this work, can reproduce this fea-
ture. This feature therefore reﬂects an artifact and must be omitted
from further scientiﬁc analysis. We thus only analyzed residuals
from heights above 17 km. However, this artifact may be used in
order to get an impression about the variability of the tropopause
height itself (and thus for characterization of meteorological si-
tuations etc.). The temporal intervals P1 and P2 show a tropopause
height of around 12 km. A pronounced variability in tropopause
height during P3 and P4 is likely due to the approaching Medicane,
whereas P6 clearly exhibit a comparatively low variability of
temperature ﬂuctuations with altitude. P5 looks similar to P4. The
ﬁrst part of the period is characterized by tropopause height of
around 10 km, whereas the second part shows signals at 13–14 km
altitude. Finally, P7 is characterized by a strong tropopause
temperature extremum during the ﬁrst half of the ascents and a
less developed one during the second half.
Fig. 7a also reveals two periods of pronounced gravity wave
activity in the stratosphere, which are marked with black rec-
tangles. It seems that both phases of pronounced GW activity in
the stratosphere correspond to a decreasing tropopause height,
which, in turn, indicates changing weather situations. For this
reason further investigations of P3 and P7 are performed in the
following sections.
5.2. Comparison between gravity wave activity, wind and pressure
In Fig. 7b the time series of the ground pressures at Palma de
Mallorca (lower panel), of the background wind speeds (middle
panel) and of the stratospheric GW activity proxy (GWA; upper
panel) are shown for the whole campaign time period. There ap-
pears to be a correlation in the variations of these three para-
meters, namely low ground pressure, strong tropospheric wind
speeds and enhanced stratospheric GWA, especially during the
two time intervals of strong cyclone and frontal activity (P3, P7).
During these two periods the stratospheric GWA reaches 326 K²
(05.11.2011, 05 UTC; RS-P3-21) and 620 K² (17.12.2011, 02 UTC; RS-
P7-21) at its maximum. Enhanced background wind speed and
low ground pressure appear slightly shifted prior to the above-
mentioned maxima in GWA. Black solid lines are drawn in Fig. 7b
to guide the eye. The dash dotted line in P7 is drawn, because the
GWA peak marks gravity waves that could be associated with the
ﬁrst of the two convection lines of the cold front on November 16/
17 2011. Maximum wind speeds and minimum pressure were
observed during the passage of the second convection line some
hours later.
In addition to the phases of enhanced signals, a kind of back-
ground GWA exists all of the remaining time. In average the GWA
is about 135 K², calculated by the arithmetic mean of the campaign
period. Topographic gravity waves, excited by the prevailing wind
direction (west, so-called “Poniente”) at Mallorca and the moun-
tain range in the northwestern part of the island could explain this
phenomenon.
As the horizontal background wind is correlated with the
ground pressure gradient (geostrophic wind approximation) and
often can give an indication of approaching fronts tropospheric
wind speeds are analyzed with regard to GWA. In other work (not
shown here) we analyzed a time series covering 13 years (1997–
2009) of four times per day radiosonde launches in Prague. We
found evidence for a correlation between a pronounced decay of
ground pressure near the center of a cyclone and enhanced GWA
in the lower stratosphere. Increased wind speeds in the upper
troposphere were found as a consequence of pronounced ground
pressure drop. As high wind speeds are due to a strong pressure
gradient (gradient wind), which can often be found between the
warm and cold front of an extratropical cyclone, the observation of
high wind speeds can give an indication of approaching frontal
systems. The convective regions of the cyclone (center and fronts)
can radiate gravity waves (see peaks in GWA in Fig. 7b), while on
the other hand high jet wind speeds can ﬁlter them. Moreover,
cyclone induced inﬂuence of the jet stream (enhancement/weak-
ening) can lead to a stronger/weaker wind shear. In case of in-
creased wind shear pronounced gravity wave radiation can occur
on the other hand. In case of decreased wind shear vertically
propagating gravity waves are less ﬁltered.
Two aspects of our results must be mentioned. First, there is
some time shift between the peak signatures of the three para-
meters in Fig. 7b. This time shift amounts to about 24 h between
ground pressure and GWA. Secondly, the GW signatures are mostly
not present over more than six hours. Assuming that the fronts/
cyclones are the GW sources, this could be interpreted in terms of
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Fig. 6. Mean power spectrum of vertical wavenumber for the whole campaign data
set (143 proﬁles), based on Fast Fourier Transformation; grey solid line indicates
the stratospheric altitude range. The three black lines mark regression ﬁts, with
inclination of 0.7 (dotted), 1.5 (dashed) and 3.1 (dash-dotted) for S ( ) pω ω~ − with an
average of 1.76. The horizontal dashed line denotes the 95 % signiﬁcance of the
power spectral densities.
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a non-isotropic GW radiation by the front/cyclone in each direc-
tion. This is in accordance with modeling studies (Piani et al., 1999;
Alexander et al., 2004). Moreover, a low-pressure system can lead
to a destabilization of the troposphere resulting in a worsening of
the propagation conditions of GWs. Despite ﬁltering processes and
wave breaking, convectively radiated waves due to a cyclone could
reach lower stratospheric levels. Beside the possibility of waves
with phase speeds that are opposite to or greater than the back-
ground wind speed (see Section 5.4), the main reason that waves
reach the stratosphere, could be the altitude of their source. Static
stability theory indicates that the higher the source is located in
the troposphere, the more waves could reach the lower
stratosphere.
5.3. Horizontal propagation
Using two different methods, Stokes parameter and hodograph
analysis, horizontal gravity wave propagation directions are de-
rived. Fig. 8 shows the main horizontal propagation directions of
all gravity wave signatures between 19th October 2011 and 18th
December 2011 in the lower stratosphere, calculated with the
hodograph (a) and the Stokes parameter analysis (b). The hor-
izontal propagation directions of the gravity waves are sorted in
30°-sectors. Shaded areas indicate the frequency of occurrence for
each segment as derived from the 143 detrended radiosonde
proﬁles. Even though Stokes parameter analysis yields a slightly
more isotropic pattern of propagation directions compared to
hodograph analysis, the results of both methods agree well
showing that northern and southeastern directions are pre-
dominant propagation directions (marked by the bold black lines
in Fig. 8).
In order to understand the preferential horizontal propagation
directions, it is interesting to look at the main wind directions at
Mallorca. The so-called “Poniente” is a warm westerly wind from
the Spanish mainland and is sometimes replaced by the so-called
“Levante” (a warm easterly wind developing over the Mediterra-
nean Sea close to the North African coast). The Poniente-wind has
to cross the mountain range of Mallorca (Serra de Tramuntana).
Through the prevailing wind direction and the alignment of the
“Serra de Tramuntana”, most convection passes Mallorca from
northwest to southeast. Fig. 9 shows the horizontal propagation
directions before (a) and after (b) the cold front (P7) passed
Fig. 7. (a) Temperature perturbations in Kelvin varying with height and time during the whole campaign time period at Mallorca: black rectangles mark regions of enhanced
gravity wave activity. (b) Time series of surface pressure (hPa; lower panel), horizontal background wind speed (m/s; middle panel) between 0 and 20 km altitude and
stratospheric gravity wave activity (K²; upper panel) for measuring campaign at Mallorca: solid lines (to guide the eye) denote a possible correlation between these three
parameters, whereas the dash-dotted line marks a correlation even if wind speed and pressure do not have peak values. This can be attributed to the ﬁrst of two convection
lines of the cold front at November 16th/17th 2011.
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Mallorca. The graphic clearly reveals that the observed preferred
directions of the measured gravity waves are in line with the
prevailing wind directions and the corresponding directions of
crossing convection, which is interpreted as a possible gravity
wave source. The gravity waves are generated through vertical
displacements in the atmosphere and therefore propagate away
from their source (note: the propagation direction has a vertical
and a horizontal part). Especially, GWs radiated from convective
lines at fronts propagate horizontally almost perpendicular to the
orientation of the front. This means on the one hand that gravity
waves with southeast horizontal propagation directions can only
be observed at Palma de Mallorca when the convective source has
not yet passed the measurement site. On the other hand, north-
western directions could be derived from the measurements when
the source has already passed Palma de Mallorca. We therefore
interpret our results in the way that the preferred horizontal
propagation directions to northwest and southeast are associated
with prevailing wind directions and convection. This ﬁnding is in
good agreement with previous studies of convectively (e.g. Piani
et al., 1999; Alexander et al., 2004; Lehmann et al. 2012) and to-
pographically (Preusse et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2011) generated
gravity waves.
5.4. Gravity wave activity observed in the middle atmosphere
As mentioned above, in the night of 16th–17th December 2011 a
strong cold front with two corresponding convection lines passed
Mallorca (see Section 3, P7). Though clouds can prevent the ob-
servation of airglow emission from the upper mesosphere with the
GRIPS 12, two nearly cloud free nights (16./17.12. and 17./18.12.2011)
allowed the recording of airglow temperature time series. Thus, a
comparison of the temperature variability in the lower stratosphere
and in the upper mesosphere was performed in order to look for
corresponding features. The upper part of Fig. 10 shows the GRIPS 12
temperatures of these two nights, whereas the lower plot displays
the temperature ﬂuctuations derived from the radiosonde soundings.
During the time interval of the frontal passage, which is illustrated by
the black rectangle, the amplitudes of the temperature ﬂuctuations in
the lower stratosphere are moderate while the mesopause tem-
perature strongly increases. Pronounced gravity wave activity ap-
pears in the lower stratosphere after the frontal passage; black dotted
lines to guide the eye denote the wave fronts and dash-dotted lines
the propagation direction of the waves (perpendicular to their wave
fronts). The distance between the phase lines yields vertical wave-
lengths of 6–7 km.
The harmonic analysis was also applied to the temperature and
wind residuals of the radiosonde soundings, which took place be-
tween 16th December 14 UTC and 18th December 14 UTC. Several
vertical wavelengths were found as the power spectrum in Fig. 4(b)
reveals. For the majority of soundings a vertical wavelength between
6 and 7 km was derived. Besides these a lot of smaller wavelengths
were also deduced. Comparing the wave parameters from spectral
analysis and the ones which we derived by eye from Fig. 10, it be-
comes clear that a wave with vertical wavelength of 6–7 km is
Fig. 8. Statistics of horizontal propagation directions of the gravity waves observed during the radiosonde campaign at Mallorca: (a) Results of hodograph analysis.
(b) Results of Stokes parameter analysis.
Fig. 9. Statistics of horizontal propagation directions of the gravity waves observed before (a) and after (b) the passage of a cold front during the night of 16th to 17th
December 2011. Results are based on hodograph analysis.
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present in the lower stratosphere. Waves of different vertical wave-
lengths are less obvious. Taking the error bar of the temperature and
wind residuals into account, amplitudes lower than 0.5 K and 0.5 m/s
are not reliable. Then intrinsic frequencies, horizontal propagation
directions, horizontal wavelengths, horizontal and vertical group as
well as phase speeds were derived (see Table 2).
Mesopause temperatures of the night from 17th to 18th De-
cember are also analyzed for gravity waves using the harmonic
analysis method. Four sinusoids with periods ranging between
approximately 1.5 h and 10 h were found. The instrument covers
different OH airglow vibrational transitions (OH(3-1) and OH(4-
2)), which originate from slightly different altitudes. A comparison
of these emissions reveals that the waves recorded in the meso-
sphere are also propagating upwards.
The time delay between the two different emissions can also
allow for an estimation of vertical wavelengths. However, precise
results are only obtained for the 10 h period, which has the highest
amplitude. The corresponding vertical wavelength is found to be
approximately 772.3 km. Although there is no deﬁnite evidence,
that the oscillations observed in the upper mesosphere are iden-
tical to those in the lower stratosphere, the agreement in time of
occurrence and vertical wavelength is remarkable for this night.
To ﬁll the gap between radiosonde soundings in the strato-
sphere and GRIPS measurements in the mesopause, temperature
proﬁles of the satellite mission TIMED/SABER (Thermosphere Io-
nosphere Mesosphere Energetics Dynamics/Sounding of the At-
mosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry; for details see
http://saber.gats-inc.com) were ﬁltered for temporal and spatial
match. Two matching proﬁles were found (16.12.2011 19:20 UTC
and 18.12.2011 01:40 UTC). After extracting the GW signatures
with the explained detrending method (cutoff vertical wavelength
was 20 km), two deﬁned atmospheric segments (18–50 km and
52–87 km) were analyzed with harmonic analysis. For the ﬁrst
proﬁle vertical wavelengths of 6–7 km were found in both height
segments, whereas this is not the case for the second proﬁle. This
can be explained by the fact that the ﬁrst proﬁle was directly lo-
cated next to the front whereas the second proﬁle was measured
with a large distance to it.
It is well known that GWs are strongly inﬂuenced by the en-
vironment through which they propagate. Thus, wave propagation
often differs fromwhat linear wave theory predicts, because waves
are reﬂected in the vertical or inﬂuenced by wave–wave interac-
tion (e.g. Fritts et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
phase speeds and horizontal background winds to ensure whether
upward propagation from the troposphere to the mesopause re-
gion is possible. The zonal phase speeds due to the 6–7 km waves
are found to range between 12 m/s and 14 m/s during 17th
to 18th December. As zonal background wind speed u0 can ﬁlter
gravity waves (cou0) zonal wind speeds at Palma de Mallorca for
four time steps (17.12.2011 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC) based on ECMWF
(European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts)-data are
compared to GW zonal phase speeds. The comparison shows that
the GWs derived above Mallorca could have propagated from their
tropospheric source into the mesopause region.
Taking all these results into account, we tentatively speculate
that a gravity wave with λzE6–7 km might have propagated
vertically from the lower stratosphere up to the upper meso-
sphere. Such ﬁnding is not unusual. For example, Suzuki et al.
(2013) have shown similar results.
5.5. Energy densities and momentum ﬂuxes
To investigate energy transport and momentum ﬂuxes of the
gravity waves during the measurement campaign, ﬁrst the total ki-
netic and potential energy densities for the stratospheric height region
were calculated (see Fig. 11). Potential (upper panel) as well as kinetic
(lower panel) energy density show an overall similar temporal varia-
tion, whereas the kinetic component is about a factor of 2 higher than
the potential one. Both time series in Fig. 11 reveal enhanced energy
density during P3 and P7. The peak densities (P3 Epot: J9 2.2 /kg± ;
Ekin: J24 1.8 /kg± and P7 Epot: J18 2.6 /kg± ; Ekin: J33 0.8 /kg± )
reach values around two times of the values during the other periods
(Epot: J6.1 1.9 /kg± ; Ekin: J13.9 1.7 /kg± ). The enhanced values dur-
ing P3 and P7 coincide with the meteorological events described in
Section 3. This is a hint that both weather conditions may lead to
enhanced amounts of energy being transported up- or downwards
through the atmosphere.
Momentum ﬂuxes are calculated to further quantify this ﬁnd-
ing. Fig. 12 presents the temporal variation of the vertical mean of
zonal (red line, upper panel), meridional (blue line, upper panel)
Fig. 10. Upper part: GRIPS mesopause temperatures for the nights from 16th to
17th December 2011 and 17th to 18th December 2011; lower part: temperature
perturbations; the black rectangle marks the time range of a strong cold front, the
dotted lines as well as dash-dot lines are ﬁtted by hand and denote wave fronts and
wave propagation directions, respectively.
Table 2
Gravity wave parameters based on results of harmonic analysis for vertical wave-
lengths of 6–7 km.
Wave parameter Range
Intrinsic frequency 4.0E-04 1/s–6.0E-04 1/s
Horizontal wavelength 117 km–162 km
Vertical group velocity 0.9 m/s–1.5 m/s
Horizontal group velocity 24.0 m/s–25.5 m/s
Zonal phase speed 11.6 m/s–4.9 m/s
Time period for 65 km 12 h–20 h
Period 113 min–764 min
Vertical propagation direction Upwards
Horizontal propagation direction 119°–172°
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and total (black line, lower panel) moment ﬂuxes from 19th Oc-
tober 2011 until 18th December 2011 for the stratospheric height
regime from 17 to 25 km. Several peaks in the momentum ﬂux are
obvious. Especially, the beginning of November and mid of De-
cember are characterized by rather large amounts of momentum
ﬂuxes. These values correspond well to the weather situations
described above (Medicane and frontal passages). While zonal and
meridional ﬂuxes are both positive during P3 (see black rectangle
in Fig. 12), the frontal activity in period P7 leads to positive and
negative values for the zonal and meridional component, respec-
tively. Following the deﬁnition in Section 3 Eq. (11), these ﬂuxes
are all upwards, whereas their waves are propagating east- and
northward during P3 but east- and southward during P7. Zhang
et al. (2014) analyzed spatial and seasonal variability of GW mo-
mentum ﬂuxes based on U.S. radiosonde data. They reported the
zonal momentum ﬂux maximum in the lower stratosphere in
winter ranging between 0.02 and 0.14 m²/s². These values are in
agreement with our results during calm periods like P2 and at the
end of P4.
Concerning the “Medicane”-period (P3-P4), the temporal evo-
lution of zonal and meridional momentum ﬂux is presented for
the altitude ranges from 17 to 25 km in more detail (every 1 km)
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Fig. 12. Mean vertical ﬂux of horizontal momentum for the altitude range between
17 and 25 km; upper panel: zonal (red) and meridional (blue) momentum ﬂuxes.
Lower panel: total momentum ﬂuxes are shown in black. The black rectangle in the
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Fig. 13. Temporal evolution of the zonal (a) and meridional (b) momentum ﬂux
with error bars for the radiosonde measurements of 2nd November 2011, 23 UTC
till 9th November 2011, 23 UTC.
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for 2nd November 2011, 23 UTC (RS-P3-3) until 9th November
2011, 23 UTC (RS-P4-13) (see Fig. 13). The zonal component
(Fig. 13a) increases in the beginning of the strong convective
period (4th November, 02 UTC; RS-P3-12). The intensiﬁcation of
momentum ﬂux develops in most of the altitudes during the time
interval of P3. At the end of this period (06.11.2011) the zonal
momentum ﬂux returns to lower values indicating that the center
of the cyclone is drifting towards east and thus convection is re-
duced. In comparison to the zonal ﬂux, the meridional component
(Fig. 13b) appears more variable in time. While the zonal mo-
mentum ﬂux is mainly positive, the meridional component
changes from positive to negative values and vice versa. This
means a change of upward northward ﬂux to southward and
backwards. Both parameters, zonal and meridional ﬂuxes, show an
enhancement during the convective period, up to ranges between
4.0 0.15 m /s2 2+ ± and 1.2 0.15 m /s2 2− ± and 4.9 0.15 m /s2 2+ ± and
2.5 0.15 m /s2 2− ± , respectively.
It is instructive to compare the vertical momentum ﬂux derived
during a comparatively quiet weather period (see Fig. 14). For this
purpose the routine radiosonde measurements of 31st October
2011, 23 UTC were used to represent a relative quiet period
whereas the measurements taken on 5th November 2011, 11 UTC
(RS-P3-23) represent a more disturbed situation. It is evident that
the vertical ﬂuxes between 20 and 24 km altitude during the
convective period are more than 10 times (almost 20 times) higher
than the ﬂux during a non-convective period. These results are for
example in agreement with Nayar and Sreeletha (2003). They
showed an enhancement of a factor of 10 of the vertical ﬂuxes in
16 km altitude during a convective event. The results of Dutta et al.
(2009) reveal a 5–10 times enhancement of the momentum
ﬂuxes observed on days after convective events in the strato-
sphere. As the peak values of momentum ﬂux are not at the same
height levels and therefore cannot directly be compared, the ver-
tical ﬂuxes are additionally integrated for the stratospheric alti-
tude range and compared again. Thereby the mean ﬂux for the
quiet day derived for the height interval 17–25 km is
1.1 0.1 m /s2 2+ ± for both components, whereas convective in-
duced ﬂuxes are more than 4 times higher with about
5.0 0.2 m /s2 2+ ± for zonal as well as for meridional component. So,
the convective days during the developing phase of the Medi-
terranean tropical storm yield an enhancement of vertical mo-
mentum ﬂuxes of 3.9 0.3 m /s2 2+ ± at maximum. Analyzing the
convective day parameters shows that the signiﬁcant minimum
between 19 and 21 km altitude is due to minimum wind and
temperature residuals. These are a result of the phasing of the
superposed gravity waves.
6. Summary and concluding remarks
From 14th September 2011 to 10th January 2012 the CESAR
(“Charakterisierung des differentiellen Energiegehaltes von Vb-
Zyklonen über die Quantiﬁzierung abgestrahlter Schwere- und
Infraschallwellen in der Atmosphäre”, Wüst et al., 2013) mea-
surement campaign took place at Palma de Mallorca (39.6°N,
2.7°E; Spain). A total of 143 radiosonde ascents were performed
with high temporal resolution during seven distinct time periods.
The ground-based infrared spectrometer GRIPS 12 has operated
each night at Palma de Mallorca in order to obtain nocturnal
temperatures at about 87 km height from airglow observations.
Several gravity wave parameters were derived from the
radiosondes data (temperature and winds), such as vertical wa-
velengths, horizontal propagation directions, energy densities and
momentum ﬂuxes based on spectral analysis, hodograph and
Stokes parameter analysis. Generally, the statistical features for
GW parameters are consistent with previous radiosonde
observations.
More interesting, we found strongly enhanced gravity wave
activity in the lower stratosphere (17–25 km) during a hurricane-
like storm (Medicane) and also during passing cold fronts. Based
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Fig. 14. Zonal (a), meridional (b) and total (c) momentum ﬂux proﬁles with error bars during the convection period (dashed line) on 5.11.2011 (routine radiosonde) and
during a period without convection (solid line) on 31.10.2011 (RS-P3-23).
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on our results, we assume that the sources of the enhanced gravity
wave activity were due to convection processes related to the
Medicane and to cold fronts. Evidence was found which suggested
gravity wave upward propagation during the passing of cold fronts
from lower stratospheric heights into the mesopause region,
combining radiosonde, GRIPS airglow measurements and satellite
data.
Comparison of quiet weather conditions (31st October 2011)
with a strong convective situation during the Medicane period
(5th November 2011) revealed that gravity wave momentum
ﬂuxes were strongly enhanced during convective conditions. An
enhancement of a factor of almost 20 was found at selected
altitudes.
According the prevailing wind directions, which are inﬂuenced
usually through the so-called “Poniente” (a warm westerly wind
coming directly from the Spanish mainland), and corresponding
passages of convection, preferred horizontal propagation direc-
tions of the measured gravity waves are found to be oriented
northwest and southeast.
In light of the predicted climate change induced change of
storm/cyclone intensity (Graham and Diaz, 2001; Ulbrich et al.,
2007), changes in cyclone induced GW activity can also be ex-
pected. Therefore, the observation and characterization of these
gravity waves can help to improve GW parameterizations in both
numerical climate and weather-forecasting applications. Finally,
we have to point out that by using radiosonde data from more
stations, we may observe the latitudinal and seasonal variation of
cyclone induced gravity waves.
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